Cognition and Brain Sciences Unit Open Day
Saturday 16th June 10.00 – 16.00
15 Chaucer Road, Cambridge CB2 7EF
Programme

Lecture Theatre - Talks and big brain quiz

10.30 – 11.00  Kate Baker  Connecting genes and brains – a global journey
11.15 – 11.45  Duncan Astle  How a child’s environment shapes their development
12.00 – 12.30  Caitlin Hitchcock  Using cognitive science to develop new treatments for depression
12.45 – 13.15  Big Brain Quiz!
13.45 – 14.15  Kate Baker  Connecting genes and brains – a global journey
14.30 – 15.00  Duncan Astle  How a child’s environment shapes their development
15.15 – 15.45  Caitlin Hitchcock  Using cognitive science to develop new treatments for depression

MRI and MEG – Half hour tour and demonstration
MRI tours at 10.30  11.30  13.30  14.30
MEG tours at 11.00  12.00  13.00  14.00

All Day
Seminar Room – full of interactive hands on experiments and demonstrations
Meeting Room Landing Space – history of the Unit exhibition
Children’s Marquee – lots of games and interactive experiments
Children’s Treasure Hunt – find the clues in the garden and collect a prize
Conservatory – Tea, coffee and cake